If a material with an odd number of electrons per unit cell turns out to be insulating, Mott localisation may be invoked as an explanation 1,2 . This is widely accepted for the layered compound 1T -TaS 2 , which has a low-temperature insulating phase comprising charge order clusters with 13 unpaired orbitals each [3] [4] [5] . But if the stacking of layers doubles up the unit cell to include an even number of orbitals, the nature of the insulating state is ambiguous 6, 7 . Here, scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) reveals two distinct terminations of the charge order in 1T -TaS 2 , the sign of such a double-layer stacking pattern. However, spectroscopy at both terminations allows us to disentangle unit-cell doubling effects and determine that Mott localisation alone is enough to drive gap formation. We also observe the collapse of Mottness at an extrinsically restacked termination, demonstrating that the microscopic mechanism of insulator-metal transitions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] lies in degrees of freedom of interlayer stacking.
The undistorted high-temperature atomic structure of 1T -TaS 2 is shown in Fig. 1a . Below ∼350 K, the Ta lattice within each layer undergoes a periodic in-plane distortion in which clusters of 13 Ta ions contract towards the central ion of the cluster forming a 'Star-of-David' (SD) motif 3 . Upon cooling below ∼180 K, this pattern locks in to become commensurate with the atomic lattice and long range order emerges, described as a triangular √ 13 × √ 13 R13.9
• charge density wave (CDW) pattern, depicted in Fig. 1b . Within each of the SD clusters, 12 of the Ta 5d orbitals at the periphery form 6 filled bands and leave a CDW gap 24 , stabilizing the distortion. The remaining orbital, according to band theory, should form a half-filled band, and the experimentally observed insulating behaviour is usually attributed to its localisation at the SD centre by strong electron-electron (e-e) interactions 4, 5 . From this foundation it has been suggested that, since a Mott state in 1T -TaS 2 realises a triangular lattice of localised S = 1 / 2 spins, it might host a quantum spin liquid (QSL), an unusual phase of quantum electronic matter in which, due to geometric frustration and quantum fluctuations, the spins refuse to magnetically order even down to T = 0 K [15] [16] [17] [18] . The Mott state thought to exist in 1T -TaS 2 is different from ordinary Mott insulators such as NiO, in that electrons localise not at the sites of the atomic crystal, but at the sites of the electronic crystal, the lattice of SD clusters, and so it is called a 'cluster Mott insulator'. As the SD clusters must be centred on Ta sites, the threedimensional (3D) structure formed from the layering of 2D charge order lattices can be described with stacking vectors T composed of the underlying Ta lattice vectors. Neglecting the S atomic layers sandwiching the Ta layer, there are only three symmetrically inequivalent stacking vectors: T A = c, T B = a + c, and T C = a + b + c (with the latter two each having a group of symmetrical equivalents). The impact of this stacking degree of freedom on the electronic structure of 1T -TaS 2 was largely neglected until Ritschel et al predicted, using ab initio calculations, that different inter-layer stacking patterns could result in a metallic phase (for T C stacking) as an alternative to the well-known insulating phase (previously assumed to have T A stacking) 19 . Going further, Ritschel et al and Lee et al recently challenged the rationale by which 1T -TaS 2 was thought to be a Mott insulator, showing that if the stacking alternates between vectors T A and T C as previously suggested [20] [21] [22] , such that the new supercell includes two SD clusters, ab initio calculations predict an insulator without the need to invoke strong e-e interactions 6,7 . More simply, if the electronic unit cell contains two SDs, the total number of electrons per cell is even, leaving the highest occupied band filled and allowing an insulator without invoking Mott. This introduces serious complication into the understanding of the insulating state in 1T -TaS 2 , and potentially undermines the foundations on which recent suggestions of a QSL state are built 16 . A consequence of the T A , T C , T A , T C . . . (henceforth 'ACAC ') stacking pattern is that there are two cleavage planes, as indicated in Fig. 1c , yielding two inequivalent surfaces amenable to investigation using STM. One plane is located between one T A -stacked bilayer (BL) and another, and the other plane splits a single BL, leaving unpaired (T C -stacked) layers. In this work, samples were cleaved, transferred to the STM and measured at temperatures far below the transition temperature at which the commensurate CDW sets in (∼180 K), and the bulk structure of the CDW should be preserved such that measurements on a large number of cleaved surfaces may show evidence of the ACAC pattern. Eight platelets of 1T -TaS 2 were cleaved multiple times each, for a total of twenty-four investigated surfaces, the topographic image for one of which appears in Fig. 1d . Conductance spectra were acquired at defect-free locations on each sample. Spectra showing a gap in the density of states (DOS) of ∼150 meV, broadly consistent with those shown in previous STM reports 13, 14, 23, 24 were observed on eighteen The inset shows the correspondence between the topographic modulation and the SD cluster lattice (scale bar 1 nm). e Examples of conductance spectra of the two types observed at multiple cleaved surfaces. Typically, one type of spectrum or the other appears uniformly (except in the vicinity of defects) over ∼1 µm areas, unless a step-terrace morphology is observed. It will be shown below that the type 1 & 2 spectra correspond to surfaces formed by cleavage at planes 1 & 2 respectively. of the twenty-four surfaces (similar to the blue curve labelled 'Type 1' in Fig. 1e) . A different form of the DOS, with a smaller gap of ∼50 meV, was observed on the remaining six ('Type 2', the red curve in Fig. 1e ). (We only consider the spectra acquired in the regions where the STM tip first arrived at the sample surface). We tentatively attribute the appearance of these two forms of DOS to the surfaces created by the two cleavage planes of the bulk stacking pattern. However, more information is needed to definitively assign each form of DOS to each cleaved surface, and we return to this below. If the number of cleavage planes of each type throughout the sample is roughly equal, as we assume, the deviation of the observed ratio from 1:1 may correspond to a difference in their associated surface formation energies, and the resulting rarity of the small-gap surface may explain its absence in previous reports. A small number of instances were observed where the two types of surface appeared side-by-side, for example on either side of a domain wall 23 in the CDW pattern (see Supplementary Information).
Most revealingly, the two types were also observed sideby-side where single-layer steps allowed the simultaneous observation of multiple TaS 2 layers. Figure 2a shows a topographic image of three terraces, with the upper terrace featuring a domain wall (marked with a dark blue dotted line), so that four distinct regions are observed (labelled Regions 1-4). Tunnelling spectroscopy acquired along a path spanning the long axis of the topographic image (marked with a red-tinted rectangle) shows changes in the DOS spectrum upon each transition between regions (Fig. 2b) . Representative spectra taken at a point within each of the four regions are shown in Fig. 2c -f. Region 2 shows a finite DOS at E F , reminiscent of the 'metallic mosaic phase which has been created locally using STM induced voltage pulses, 13 with interlayer stacking effects suggested as a possible explanation 14 . Briefly postponing the discussion of this metallic phase, we first note that the form of the DOS in the other three regions is seen to alternate from one terrace to the next, from a small gap (Region 1) to a large gap in the middle terrace (Region 3), and to the small gap again at the lowest terrace (Region 4). This alternating sequence is consistent with that expected for the ACAC stacking shown in Fig. 1e . (Another, similar instance of the switching of electronic structure from one type to the other across a single layer step is shown in the Supplementary Information.)
With a view to establishing which type of surface corresponds to which of the cleavage planes in the ACAC stacking pattern, we note that single-layer steps should 
Normalized dI/dV (V result in an in-plane displacement, or phase jump ∆φ, of the 2D projected CDW pattern from one terrace to the next, which should alternate between zero and non-zero (specifically a + b, the in-plane projection of T C ), as is shown in Fig. 3a . The step between Regions 3 & 4 realises the former case: In Fig. 3b , the SD centres in these two regions are highlighted with an array of white dots, showing clearly the absence of an in-plane displacement and hence indicating that in Region 3 the stacking pattern terminates with an intact BL at the surface, and that in Region 4, an unpaired layer of SD clusters remains.
The array of white dots is extended over to the lefthand-side of the image. The centres of the SD lattice in the two regions of the upper terrace are overlaid with this reference lattice to show the approximate in-plane shift. Additional atomically resolved topographic imaging in Region 1 (see Supplementary Information) is used to determine the orientation of the SD clusters, depicted in the zoom-in images of Figs. 3c,d. The in-plane components of the stacking vectors for Regions 1 & 2 are then discernible. In Region 1 the stacking vector is shown to correspond closely to T C , as expected for the ACAC stacking pattern, with a discrepancy well below one atomic lattice constant. The stacking vector between the metallic region, Region 2, and the underlying BL is also determined, and corresponds closely to the T B . As this type of metallic region was observed nowhere else throughout measurements on twenty-three other samples, we posit that it is an outcome of an extrinsic process during formation of the step-edge, such as a brief lifting of the uppermost TaS 2 layer and re-stacking of its CDW into a metastable configuration.
Taken together, the observations presented in Figs. 2 and 3 form a picture which is indeed consistent with the previously suggested ACAC stacking pattern, and allow us to establish a link between the surface CDW configuration and the surface local DOS, as summarized in Fig.  3e . The spectrum observed in Region 3 with the relatively large gap of ∼150 meV has been reported in multiple STM works. We now suggest that this spectrum signifies a surface where the CDW terminates with the T A -stacked BL intact, and can be thought of as the bulklike termination of the CDW (i.e. without major structural or electronic reconfiguration with the formation of the surface). The fact that this surface was the most common outcome from cleavage (18 out of 24) indicates the energetic favourability of cleaving between BLs, rather than through them, suggesting non-negligible intra-BL bonding. The surface of unpaired SD clusters (Regions 1 & 4) represents a new and perhaps qualitatively distinct system. It satisfies the conditions under which 1T -TaS 2 was originally thought to be a Mott insulator: A system with an odd number of electrons per (surface) unit cell, and yet which is insulating. This re-affirms the importance of strong e-e interactions in the insulating state of 1T -TaS 2 , complementing the recent observation of doublon excitations characteristic of a Mott state
25 . An insulating state in the unpaired layer also leaves some room for the persistence, at surfaces and possibly bulk stacking faults, of a QSL ground state despite possible inter-layer singlet formation within the bulk BLs 16 . It also suggests that the metallic state also observed (Region 2 in Fig.  2 ) is properly described as a 'Mottness-collapsed' state, in which the Mottness ratio U/t has been reduced either by increased screening of the on-site Coulomb repulsion U , or due to an increase of the inter-cluster overlap integral t. It is noteworthy that although the DOS at E F is non-zero, the residual pseudogap-like features around E F suggest the persistence of strong e-e interactions in this metallic state.
Questions arise about the detailed mechanisms in play at these distinct surfaces -Why does the unpaired cluster layer have a smaller gap than the paired layer, and why does Mottness break down leading to metallicity for T B stacking? Further investigations of the detailed behaviour of the 3D electronic correlations in 1T -TaS 2 , especially at its surface terminations and also in few-layer or monolayer form, may prove fruitful in understanding the nature of its insulating state and its potentially useful metal-insulator transitions.
Methods
Crystals of 1T -TaS 2 were synthesized using a chemical vapor transport method described previously 26 , with 2 % excess S. Samples were cleaved in ultra-high vacuum (∼10 −10 Torr) at 77 K and quickly inserted into a Unisoku 1300 low temperature STM system, of which the STM head has been replaced with a homemade one 27 . All measurements were performed at a temperature of 1.5 K. STM tips were formed using electro-chemical etching of tungsten wire, and after insertion into UHV, were cleaned and characterized using field ion microscopy followed by careful conditioning on a clean Cu(111) surface. STM topography images were collected in constantcurrent mode. For conductance curves and spectroscopic mapping on 1T -TaS 2 surfaces, the lock-in technique with a bias modulation of amplitude V mod = 10 mV and frequency f mod = 617.3 Hz was used.
The dI/dV spectroscopy data in Figs. 1 & 2 , including the spatially resolved data shown in Fig. 2b , were normalized according to the current signal at V = 500 mV. This somewhat compensates for the large difference in raw signal intensity caused by differing tip-sample distances while scanning at V = 250 mV over areas with large or small spectral gaps. In this work, 24 surfaces were investigated and the density-of-states (DOS) spectrum with the larger gap (∼150 meV), and with the smaller gap (∼50 meV) were observed 18 and 6 times, respectively, considering only the spectrum found at the landing zone of the tip in each case. At 3 surfaces the type of spectrum was seen to change upon crossing some form of boundary after moving away from the landing zone. One example, a pair of single-layer steps, is described in the main text (Figs. 2 &  3) . The others, a CDW domain wall (DW), and another single-layer step, are described here.
Supplementary Information for
Domain walls -in-plane phase discontinuities in the CDW -were often found at pristine cleaved surfaces. In principle, such DWs can offer opportunities to investigate the effects of inter-layer stacking: If one CDW layer with a DW is overlaid atop another layer without one, the phase jump must result in different inter-layer stacking on either side, and be accompanied by a change in the DOS if the stacking vectors on each side are symmetrically inequivalent (e.g. T A versus T C ). In practice however, the same type of spectrum (either large or small gap) was almost always observed on both sides of DWs. This may be because the DWs extend downwards below the surface such that the surface layer and buried layers all have matching phase jumps, or because the change in stacking from one side to another is merely from one among the group of symmetrically equivalent T C vectors to another. However, on one occasion, shown in Fig. S1 below, the two types of spectrum were observable in the same field of view, in different domains separated by an unusual DW.
In Figure S1 (a), ordinary DWs appear as bright linear features, along with another feature appearing as a dark line or depression (indicated by the white arrow). Here we use a partial implementation of the Lawler-Fujita algorithm 1 in order to visualize the in-plane phase discontinuities in the surface CDW pattern. Essentially the lock-in phase detection technique is applied to the image, yielding a map of the spatially varying phase discrepancy (displacement) between the observed CDW modulation and an ideal reference modulation. Figure  S1 (b) shows the resulting displacement field u r,φ (x,y).
(The displacement is taken with reference to the bottomright corner of the image, and expressed in polar coordinates.) The sharp changes in hue signify in-plane phase jumps. Importantly, although phase jumps are clear for the bright DWs, none is seen for the dark meandering feature (marked by a black dotted line). We therefore interpret this dark feature as a buried DW, with a continuousphase layer of the CDW overlaid on top. Such a feature must be accompanied by a change of the inter-layer stacking. Figure S1(c) shows the spatially resolved tunnelling spectroscopy collected along the red-tinted rectangle shown in (a) & (b). The relatively small gap is seen on the left-hand-side (Region I), and does not change when crossing the ordinary DW into Region II. The spectrum does change when crossing the buried DW in to Region III however. This provides strong evidence explicitly linking the change of DOS to a change of the inter-layer stacking vector T, although the exact stacking vectors cannot be inferred only from this measurement. Representative spectra from each of the Regions I-III are shown in Fig. S1(d) .
A possible scenario which could realise the above observations in shown in Figure S1 (e). The top and second layer CDW patterns are depicted with blue and red star motifs, respectively. The DW in the top layer (blue dashes) changes the inter-layer stacking from one of the group of symmetrically equivalent T C vectors to another (from Region I to II). The DW in the lower layer (red dashes) changes the stacking from T C to T A (from Region II to III), which would induce the observed change in DOS from the small gap (unpaired SD layer) to the large gap (intact BL). Figure S2 shows a partial replication of the results in Figs 2 & 3 accompanying the main text, acquired at the cleaved surface of a different sample. This provides supporting evidence for the distinct DOS spectra of the two terminations of the BL stacking pattern. An array of white dots (shown in Fig. S2(a) ), along with the maps of displacement field u r,φ (x,y) ( Fig. S2(b) ), show an absence of a displacement in the in-plane projected CDW pattern at the step. Within the ACAC stacking scheme, we interpret this as a step from the top of an intact BL (left-hand-side), down to the top of an unpaired layer (right-hand-side), formerly the bottom half of the same BL. The concurrent change in DOS from the larger to the smaller gap, shown in Fig S2(c) At the step-terrace formation discussed in the main text, the approximate in-plane displacements of Regions 1 & 2 with respect to the underlying bilayer (BL) seen in Regions 3 & 4, are observed. But in order to interpret these displacements in terms of stacking vectors T, the relative angular orientations of the atomic and CDW lattices must be determined.
The √ 13× √ 13 R13.9
• superstructure of Star-of-David (SD) clusters is chiral, and can manifest in two configurations, shown in Fig. S3(a) & (b) , related to each other by a mirror symmetry operation. They can be described with angles ±13.9
• between the atomic and CDW lattice vectors.
Atomically resolved topography acquired in the same domain as Region 1 of Figs. 2 & 3 accompanying the main text, shown in Fig. S3(c) , became obtainable after the STM tip was contaminated by unstable debris. In the corresponding 2D Fourier transform image (Fig. S3(d) ), the first order peaks of the CDW reciprocal lattice are circled in blue. Higher order peaks of the extended CDW reciprocal lattice appear over the entire q-space field of view. The atomic Bragg peaks are expected to lie on top of one set of these higher order CDW peaks, at the positions marked by sets of black or red circles in 
S3(d). Taking linecuts at ±13.9
• rotation away from the direction of a first order CDW reciprocal lattice peak (Fig. S3(e) ), we find that the intensity at the expected position of the atomic Bragg peak is higher at +13.9
• than at −13.9
• . The corresponding real-space atomic lattice is depicted in the inset, with red dots. In the 1T -TaS 2 structure the same relative orientation between the CDW and atomic lattices can be assumed for each of the three observed terraces. At this point the in-plane in-plane displacements discussed in the main text can be interpreted in terms of the atomic lattice sites within the SD clusters depicted in panel (a), and the stacking vectors T can be determined.
